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Abstract—The fundamental stability limit and
packet delay characteristics of offline scheduling, an
elementary scheduling mechanism in recently pro-
posed dynamic bandwidth allocation mechanisms for
Ethernet passive optical networks (EPONs) with
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), are un-
known. For Poisson packet traffic and gated grant
sizing, we develop an analytical framework for char-
acterizing the stability limit and packet delay of off-
line scheduling in WDM EPONs. We consider two re-
porting strategies: immediate reporting, whereby the
report is immediately attached to an upstream data
transmission, and synchronized reporting, where all
reports are sent at the end of a polling cycle. We find
that our analytical framework correctly character-
izes the stability limit and approximates the delay of
(i) synchronized reporting with arbitrary traffic load-
ing and (ii) immediate reporting with symmetric traf-
fic loading (where the number of equally loaded
ONUs is an integer multiple of the number of up-
stream channels). For immediate reporting with
asymmetric traffic loading, we discover and analyti-
cally characterize multicycle upstream transmission
patterns that may increase or decrease the stability
limit from the limit for synchronized reporting. We
complement the analysis and simulation for Poisson
packet traffic with simulations for self-similar packet
traffic and observe that self-similar traffic results in
substantially higher delays at low to medium loads as
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I. INTRODUCTION

thernet passive optical networks (EPONs) have
recently emerged as an attractive approach for

igh-speed Internet access. Initial EPON designs con-
idered a single wavelength channel for downstream
ransmission from the optical line terminal (OLT) to
he optical network units (ONUs) and a single chan-
el for the upstream ONU-to-OLT transmissions; see,
.g., [1–12]. However, growing bandwidth demand in-
reasingly motivates research on designs with mul-
iple wavelength channels in each direction using
avelength division multiplexing (WDM); see, for in-

tance, [13–21]. We consider a WDM EPON architec-
ure where each ONU can receive and transmit on
ny channel, as described in more detail in Subsection
I.A.

With offline scheduling [22], which is also referred
o as interleaved polling with stop [11,23], the OLT col-
ects bandwidth requests from all ONUs before mak-
ng bandwidth allocation and scheduling decisions;
ee Subsection II.B for details. Offline scheduling is
n elementary scheduling technique employed in a
umber of recently proposed dynamic bandwidth allo-
ation mechanisms for EPONs and WDM EPONs. For
nstance, most excess bandwidth allocation schemes
mploy offline scheduling; see, for instance,
1,16,24–26]. Furthermore, a fundamental under-
tanding of the stability and delay characteristics of
ffline scheduling is important since offline scheduling
ies at one of the extreme ends of the online–offline
cheduling continuum [22] and is therefore a key
enchmark.

EPONs with offline scheduling, and more generally
ost PONs, have similarities with polling systems

see, e.g., [27,28]) in that the OLT arbitrates the ac-
2010 Optical Society of America
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cess of the ONUs to the shared upstream wavelength
channels. More specifically, the EPON operates in
cycles. In a given cycle, the ONUs report their band-
width demands to the OLT. According to these reports,
the OLT grants ONUs upstream transmission win-
dows in the next cycle. With offline scheduling, the
OLT waits to receive all reports from a given cycle be-
fore assigning grants for the next cycle. The grants
are sized depending on the reported bandwidth de-
mands. (We do not consider static periodically recur-
ring grant allocations to the ONUs.) Hence, there is
an unused time period equal to the round-trip delay
between receiving the end of the last upstream trans-
mission of a cycle at the OLT and receiving the begin-
ning of the first upstream transmission of the next
cycle. As a result, the so-called switchover time be-
tween serving successive stations is highly dependent
on the round-trip time and the traffic generations at
the individual ONUs. In contrast, the existing polling
models (see, e.g., [27,28]) consider switchover times
that are independent of the traffic generation and ser-
vice. The existing polling system analyses are there-
fore not applicable to WDM EPONs and despite the el-
ementary nature of offline scheduling in WDM
EPONs, the fundamental characteristics of its stabil-
ity limit and packet delay are unknown.

In this paper, we contribute toward a formal analy-
sis of the fundamental stability and packet delay char-
acteristics of upstream (ONUs-to-OLT) packet traffic
in WDM EPONs with offline scheduling. We focus ini-
tially on Poisson packet traffic and gated grant sizing
[29,30]. For a synchronized reporting strategy, where
all ONUs report their bandwidth requirements at the
end of a polling cycle, we develop an analytical frame-
work characterizing the maximum traffic load that
still permits stable operation and the mean packet de-
lay. From comparisons between our theoretical results
and simulation results, we find that

• for symmetric traffic loading, which we define to
occur when (i) the number of ONUs is an integer
multiple of the number of upstream wavelength
channels and (ii) the ONUs are equally loaded,
the analysis correctly predicts the stability limit
and approximates the delay for both synchro-
nized reporting and immediate reporting, where
the reports are immediately attached to the up-
stream transmission;

• for small numbers of ONUs relative to the num-
ber of upstream channels (e.g., up to five ONUs
on two channels) in conjunction with asymmetric
traffic loading (which occurs when the conditions
for symmetric traffic are not met), the analysis
correctly characterizes synchronized reporting,
whereas immediate reporting gives rise to multi-
cycle transmission patterns that may result in a
Authorized licensed use limited to: Arizona State University. Downloaded on January 30, 201
higher or lower stability limit compared with syn-
chronized reporting;

• for large numbers of ONUs relative to the num-
ber of upstream transmission channels (e.g., ten
or more ONUs per channel) in conjunction with
only mild asymmetries in the traffic loading, the
analysis approximates the stability limit and de-
lay very well.

hese analyses quantify the relationship between
acket delay and network utilization. We further com-
are the results for Poisson packet traffic with simu-
ations for self-similar packet traffic. We find that for
he considered scenarios, self-similar traffic substan-
ially increases delay at low to moderate loads, but
lso slightly increases the stability limit compared
ith Poisson traffic.

This paper is structured as follows. In the following
ubsection, we review related work. In Section II, we
ntroduce our network model and describe the consid-
red WDM EPON reporting, grant sizing, and grant
cheduling. In Section III, we develop our analytical
ramework for the stability limit and packet delay
haracterization for Poisson packet traffic in conjunc-
ion with gated grant sizing. In Section IV, we present
umerical results obtained from our analysis for sym-
etric traffic loads and compare them with simula-

ion results both for Poisson and self-similar traffic. In
ection V, we consider asymmetric traffic, whereby we
rst analyze an illustrative multicycle scenario for im-
ediate reporting and then present numerical and

imulation results, both for small and large numbers
f ONUs. We summarize our conclusions in Section
I.

. Related Work

Generally, EPON research has to date mainly relied
n simulations, which have provided useful insights.
owever, complementing the simulations with formal
athematical analysis may lead to a deeper, funda-
ental understanding. Only a few existing studies

ave attempted to formally analyze the various as-
ects of EPONs. In particular, Bhatia and Bartos [31]
ave analyzed the collision probability for the regis-
ration messages sent by the ONUs to the OLT and di-
ensioned the contention window sizes for an effi-

ient registration process. Holmberg [32] and Lannoo
t al. [33] have analyzed EPONs with a static band-
idth allocation to the ONUs and shown that the

tatic bandwidth allocation can meet delay con-
traints only at the expense of low network utiliza-
ion. Bhatia et al. [34], Bai et al. [35], Lannoo et al.
33], Aurzada et al. [36], and Ngo et al. [37] have pur-
ued a packet delay analysis in single-channel EPONs
ith dynamic bandwidth allocation.
0 at 15:05 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Specific aspects of single-channel EPONs with dy-
namic bandwidth allocation are furthermore consid-
ered by Luo and Ansari [38,39], who have proposed
and analyzed a dynamic bandwidth allocation scheme
with traffic prediction assuming a Gaussian predic-
tion error distribution. Zhu and Ma [40] have pro-
posed a grant estimation scheme and analyzed its de-
lay savings. Tanaka et al. [41] have conducted a
measurement study with a real physical single-
channel EPON, while Hajduczenia et al. [42] have
compared the overhead of different passive optical
network standards through simulations.

In contrast to the works reviewed so far, we analyze
WDM EPONs with multiple upstream wavelength
channels in this paper. The call-level performance of a
WDM PON employing optical code division multiple
access was analyzed in [43]. To the best of our knowl-
edge, a packet-level analysis of WDM EPONs has so
far only been attempted by Chang ([44], Section 2.4)
who analyzed an offline WDM EPON with the help of
a two-stage queue. The first queue models quality-of-
service (QoS) distinction at the ONU and the second
queue models the access of the ONU to the WDM
channels. Only the second queue is of interest when
comparing with the present analysis. The second
queue appears to be analyzed only in terms of the av-
erage polling cycle length. However, to obtain good de-
lay approximations, it is necessary to incorporate sec-
ond moments of the involved quantities, as we do
below. The model in Section 2.4 of [44] is furthermore
distinct from ours in that we allow a true gated ser-
vice discipline [30], rather than putting a small limit
on the maximum transmission window of each ONU,
which practically leads to a service discipline compa-
rable with fixed service.

Building directly on the extensive literature on poll-
ing systems (see, e.g., [27,28]), Park et al. [45] derive a
closed-form delay expression for a single-channel
EPON model with random independent switchover
times. The EPON model with independent switchover
times holds only when successive upstream transmis-
sions are separated by a random time interval suffi-
ciently large to decorrelate successive transmissions,
which would significantly reduce bandwidth utiliza-
tion in practice. The literature on polling systems with
correlations is relatively sparse (see, for instance,
[46–51]) and considers correlations that are different
from the dependencies arising in EPONs.

II. NETWORK MODEL

In this section we introduce our considered network
architecture and describe the considered EPON proto-
Authorized licensed use limited to: Arizona State University. Downloaded on January 30, 201
ol mechanisms for reporting, grant sizing, and grant
cheduling.

. Network Architecture

Let N be a constant denoting the number of ONUs
nd M be a constant denoting the number of upstream
avelength channels, whereby N�M; otherwise a de-

ay analysis for single-channel EPONs with a single
NU applies [33,34,36]. Throughout, we consider
NU architectures capable of transmitting on any of

he upstream wavelengths, i.e., there are no restric-
ions when assigning upstream transmissions to
avelengths. However, we suppose that an ONU can

ransmit only on one channel at a given time. Our
nalysis thus accommodates low-cost colorless (i.e.,
avelength-independent) ONUs [52] that can be

mplemented with a bandpass filter in conjunction
ith a reflective semiconductor optical amplifier

RSOA) [53,54]. The RSOA performs remote modula-
ion, amplification, and reflection of an optical seed
ignal from the OLT [55,56]. For relatively small tun-
ng ranges, the bandpass filter can be implemented
ith electro-optical filters with negligible tuning

imes of a few nanoseconds. Larger tuning times could
e masked by the transmissions of the preceding
NUs in the schedule for each wavelength. The OLT

s able to simultaneously receive upstream transmis-
ions on all M upstream wavelength channels.

Different transmission wavelengths in downstream
nd upstream directions result in slightly different
ropagation delays for the downstream and upstream
irections. We introduce �d and �u (in seconds) to de-
ote the downstream and upstream propagation de-

ay, respectively. We remark that all analysis [except
xpression (14) and the delay evaluation in Subsection

of Appendix B] requires only the round-trip propa-
ation delay �d+�u. For ease of notation, we define
�ª�d+�u and use this simplified notation whenever
nly the round-trip propagation delay is required.

The impact of the various types of overhead of dif-
erent types of passive optical networks, including
PONs, was thoroughly investigated in [42,57]. We
onsequently neglect initially all overheads in our
nalysis in order not to obscure the analytical tech-
iques to capture the fundamental system dynamics
ue to the polling timing structure. In Appendix A we
utline how the analysis can be extended to accommo-
ate overheads.

Let �i, i=1, . . . ,N, denote the Poissonian traffic gen-
ration rate (in packets/s) of ONU i. Let L̄ and �L de-
ote the mean and standard deviation of the packet
ize (in bits). Let C denote the transmission rate (in
its/s) of an upstream transmission channel. We de-
ne the normalized traffic intensities (loads) as
0 at 15:05 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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�i ª
�iL̄

C
�1�

and note that �iL̄ is the average bit rate of the traffic
generated at ONU i. We define the total normalized
traffic load as

�T ª �
i=1

N

�i. �2�

Clearly, a necessary condition for stability is that the
total normalized traffic load is less than the number of
upstream wavelength channels, i.e., that

�T � M. �3�

B. Offline Scheduling Framework With Gated Grant
Sizing and Largest Process Time Grant Scheduling

We focus in this study on a WDM EPON with offline
operation, also referred to as the offline scheduling
framework [20] or interleaved polling with stop
[11,23]. In the offline scheduling framework with im-
mediate reporting, each ONU i, i=1, . . . ,N, appends
its report of the currently queued amount of upstream
traffic to the current upstream transmission. Specifi-
cally, let Ri

n−1 denote the duration (in seconds) of the
upstream transmission window requested (reported)
by ONU i in cycle n−1; note that the duration of the
requested upstream transmission window is equal to
the amount of queued traffic divided by the upstream
transmission bit rate. The OLT collects the reports
from all ONUs before making grant sizing and grant
scheduling decisions. We consider gated grant sizing,
which sets the size of the grant for cycle n equal to the
request received during the preceding cycle. Formally,
let Gi

n be a random variable denoting the grant dura-
tion (in seconds) of ONU i in cycle n. For gated grant
sizing, Gi

n=Ri
n−1 [29,30]. With a grant duration (length

of the granted upstream transmission window) of Gi
n,

ONU i can send CGi
n bits upstream in cycle n. These

CGi
n bits of upstream traffic were generated and re-

ported during the preceding cycle n−1. We briefly note
that the described reporting and scheduling approach
applies to EPONs. ITU-T G984 gigabit PONs
(GPONs) have a fundamentally different timing struc-
ture due to their fixed frame length with each up-
stream frame providing an opportunity to report
bandwidth demands to the OLT [also called the opti-
cal network terminal (ONT)] and each downstream
frame providing the opportunity to assign grants to
the ONUs. GPONs are therefore outside the scope of
this study. For an elaboration of these fundamental
differences and a preliminary comparative analysis of
EPONs and GPONs we refer to [58].
Authorized licensed use limited to: Arizona State University. Downloaded on January 30, 201
Next, we turn to the scheduling of the grants (up-
tream transmission windows) Gi

n, i=1, . . . ,N, on the
upstream wavelength channels. In general, the

roblem of scheduling jobs without assignment re-
trictions to machines so as to minimize the total
ength of the schedule, i.e., the so-called makespan, is
P hard. However, largest processing time first (LPT),
hich orders the jobs from largest to smallest and one
y one schedules them on the next available machine,
ives good performance [59]. The LPT competitive ra-
io, defined as the worst-case upper bound on the
akespan compared with optimal scheduling, for

cheduling on M machines is �4/3−1/ �3M�� [59]. This
eans that for M=1 machine, LPT achieves the opti-
al (shortest possible) schedule makespan, whereas

or M=2 machines the LPT makespan is at most 7/6
imes the optimal makespan. In the context of
PONs, the upstream wavelengths represent the ma-
hines, and the upstream transmission grants of given
uration represent the jobs.

To formally model the scheduling, we decompose the
et of grants �G1

n , . . . ,GN
n � into M (disjoint) sets

1, . . . ,IM according to the LPT policy. Note that the
ength of the upstream transmission schedule (in sec-
nds) on wavelength channel m for cycle n is given by
m�G1

n , . . . ,GN
n �=�i�Im

Gi
n. The maximum over all chan-

els m, m=1, . . . ,M, gives the total length (makespan)
f the schedule as

Smax�G1
n, . . . ,GN

n � ª max
m=1,. . .,M

Sm�G1
n, . . . ,GN

n �. �4�

. Synchronized Reporting

Toward developing an analytical framework for off-
ine EPON analysis, we introduce the following modi-
cation to the reporting of the queued upstream traf-
c. The ONUs sending upstream data in a given cycle

n their granted upstream transmission windows do
ot append a report of their current queue occupan-
ies at the end of their upstream transmissions. In-
tead, only the ONU whose upstream transmission
ast reaches the OLT in the cycle, appends its report to
he upstream transmission. The report transmissions
f the other ONUs are timed such that they arrive
ight after the report of the last ONU, separated by
uard times. With this modification, the OLT receives
ynchronized reports that reflect the queue occupan-
ies at all ONUs from about the upstream propaga-
ion delay ago. Note that this reporting strategy
lightly increases the cycle length due to the addi-
ional guard times. With tg (in seconds) denoting the
uard time (typical value is tg=5 �s), this added time
s approximately t �N /M�; see Appendix A.
g

0 at 15:05 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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D. Limited Grant Sizing

Although the main focus of this study is on gated
grant sizing where the grant size is set equal to the
request Gi

n=Ri
n−1 [29,30], we briefly consider limited

grant sizing in this section. With limited grant sizing
the grant size is set equal to the request up to a pre-
scribed maximum Gi

max, i.e., Gi
n=min�Ri

n−1 ,Gi
max�

[29,30]. For limited grant sizing with maximum grant
sizes proportional to the ONU loads, i.e., Gi

max=K�i for
i=1, . . . ,N for some constant K, the stability limit is

�T �

�
i=1

N

Gi
max

2� + Smax�G1
max, . . . ,GN

max�
. �5�

To see this note that, as the load approaches the sta-
bility limit, the grant sizes of all ONUs approach their
respective prescribed maximum Gi

max and the cycle
duration approaches its maximum duration of 2�
+Smax�G1

max, . . . ,GN
max�. During this maximum length

cycle, grants with total duration �i=1
N Gi

max are served.
We note that this stability limit holds for arbitrary
packet traffic patterns, including self-similar packet
traffic. We further note that the stability limit when
the maximum grant sizes are not proportional to the
ONU loads as well as the packet delay of limited grant
sizing are to the best of our knowledge mathemati-
cally intractable.

III. DELAY AND STABILITY ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

We consider the EPON with gated grant sizing in
steady state. Recall that the grants Gi

n, i=1, . . . ,N, al-
low the ONUs to send CGi

n, i=1, . . . ,N, bits upstream
in cycle n. These CGi

n bits of upstream traffic were
generated during the preceding cycle n−1. The length
of this preceding cycle in turn was governed by the
grant durations Gi

n−1, i=1, . . . ,N, in the preceding
cycle, as well as the round-trip propagation delay 2�.
More specifically, the length of the preceding cycle was
2�+Smax�G1

n−1 , . . . ,GN
n−1�. Throughout this preceding

cycle, packets of mean size L̄ (bits) were generated at
rate � (packets/s). With synchronized reporting, these
generated packets were reported at the end of cycle
n−1 and are now served in cycle n with transmission
rate C. Hence, given Gi

n−1, i=1, . . . ,N, the mean of Gi
n

is

EGi
n =

�2� + ESmax�G1
n−1, . . . ,GN

n−1���iL̄

C
. �6�

We note that, given G1
n−1 , . . . ,GN

n−1, the Gi
n concen-

trate strongly around their mean, since they are a
mixture of Poisson variables. Therefore, we can ap-
proximate as follows:
Authorized licensed use limited to: Arizona State University. Downloaded on January 30, 201
ESmax�G1
n, . . . ,GN

n �

= EE�Smax�G1
n, . . . ,GN

n ��G1
n−1, . . . ,GN

n−1� �7�

	Smax�EG1
n, . . . ,EGN

n � �8�

=Smax
��2� + ESmax�G1
n−1, . . . ,GN

n−1��
�iL̄

C
�

i=1,. . .,N

�9�

=�2� + ESmax�G1
n−1, . . . ,GN

n−1��Smax��1, . . . ,�N�.

�10�

e define the maximum normalized channel load as

�*
ª Smax��1, . . . ,�N�, �11�

hereby the functional Smax� · � is defined according to
q. (4), and note that �* can be calculated from the �i,

=1, . . . ,N.

Noting that in steady state ESmax�G1
n , . . . ,GN

n �
ESmax�G1

n−1 , . . . ,GN
n−1�, we obtain

ESmax�G1
n, . . . ,GN

n � 	
2��*

�1 − �*�
. �12�

ence, the system is stable if

�* � 1. �13�

Similar arguments for the second moment and the
alculations in [36] show that the mean packet delay
s approximately:

ED��*� = 2�
3 − �*

2�1 − �*�
+

�*

2C�1 − �*�
�L
2

L̄
+ L̄ + �u +

L̄

C
.

�14�

The approximation is exact for synchronized report-
ng for M=1 and N�1. To see this, note that the
ynchronized-reporting EPON with M=1, N�1 is
quivalent to an immediate-reporting EPON with M
1, N=1 in which the load of the one ONU is equal to

he sum of the loads of the N ONUs in the
ynchronized-reporting EPON. In particular, when
eglecting the guard times and report transmission
imes, all N reports are sent at essentially the same
ime with synchronized reporting. Equivalently, a
ingle report can be sent in the immediate-reporting
PON. Furthermore, in the single-channel
ynchronized-reporting EPON the ONUs send their
ata one after the other on the single channel.
quivalently, the data could be sent by a single ONU.
ence, the exact mean packet delay analysis for a

ingle-channel, single-ONU, immediate-reporting
PON from [36] gives an exact mean packet delay
0 at 15:05 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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analysis for the single-channel, multiple-ONU,
synchronized-reporting EPON.

In addition to the delay approximation obtained by
inserting �* in Eq. (14), we note that the following
modification of Eq. (14) gives a lower bound of the de-
lay. The delay would be lower if it were possible to dis-
tribute the grants perfectly equally over the M chan-
nels, such that the upstream transmission window is
1/M�i=1

N Gi
n on each channel. In this model, we need to

replace �* by the smaller average normalized channel
load �T /M. Using this quantity and the above argu-
ments based on [36], we obtain the lower bound by in-
serting �T /M in Eq. (14), i.e., by evaluating ED��T /M�.
Again, this bound returns the exact mean packet de-
lay for M=1, since then �*=�T=�i=1

N �i.

We furthermore define equal channel loading to oc-
cur when

S1��1, . . . ,�N� = S2��1, . . . ,�N� = ¯ = SM��1, . . . ,�N�.

�15�

Note that for equal channel loading, �*=�T /M, which
reduces the stability condition (13) to the necessary
condition (3).

We conclude this section on the analytical frame-
work by noting that the reasoning leading to Eq. (6)
considered synchronized reporting, resulting in a rela-
tively good analytical characterization of synchro-
nized reporting, as demonstrated with numerical and
simulation results in Section IV and Subsection V.C.
We also demonstrate in Section IV that the analysis
characterizes immediate reporting quite accurately
for symmetric traffic loading. For asymmetric traffic
loading, we show in Section V how immediate report-
ing gives rise to multicycle transmission patterns that
lead to different stability limits than for synchronized
reporting.

IV. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS FOR

SYMMETRIC TRAFFIC

In this section, we consider the symmetric traffic
loading cases where the number of ONUs N is an in-
teger multiple of the number of upstream wave-
lengths M, i.e., N=kM for some integer k, and all
ONUs contribute equally to the total traffic load, i.e.,
�1= ¯ =�N. For these cases, �*=k�1=�T /M; inserting
this load value in Eq. (14) gives the approximate mean
packet delay.

A. Simulation Setup

We verify the accuracy of the analysis by comparing
it with simulation results. We consider an EPON with
upstream transmission bit rate C=1 Gbps operated
with offline scheduling. We initially consider a dis-
Authorized licensed use limited to: Arizona State University. Downloaded on January 30, 201
ance of 9.6 km between the OLT and ONUs, corre-
ponding to one-way propagation delays of approxi-
ately �d=�u=9.6 km/ �200,000 km/s�=48 �s. Each
NU i, i=1, . . . ,M, has an independent Poisson
acket generation process with rate �i (packets/s) and
n infinite buffer for generated packets. Recent stud-
es, e.g., [60,61], have examined packet size distribu-
ions and their impact on EPON access network delay
as been investigated in [36] and found to be rela-
ively minor. Therefore, we consider for simplicity a
xed packet size of L̄=1500 bytes ��L=0� in the simu-

ations. For Poisson traffic, the 90% confidence inter-
als, obtained with the method of batch means, are
maller than the point marks in the plots.

For the self-similar packet traffic simulations, each
NU independently generates self-similar packet

raffic by aggregating several Pareto-distributed on–
ff sources [62,63]. The degree of self-similarity is
haracterized by the Hurst parameter H, 0.5	H	1,
hereby Poisson traffic has H=0.5, and a higher H in-
icates a higher degree of self-similarity. We consider
mild degree of self-similarity �H=0.55� and a mod-

rately strong degree of self-similarity (H=0.75,
hich is widely considered in EPON studies).

We neglect all overheads to bring out the fundamen-
al system dynamics. We present results for the mean
acket delay, defined as the delay from packet genera-
ion at an ONU until the complete reception at the
LT, as a function of the average normalized channel

oad �T /M, whereby the total normalized load �T is de-
ned in Eq. (2).

. Results

In Fig. 1, we present analysis results as well as
imulation results for Poisson traffic for immediate
nd synchronized reporting for M=1 and 4 wave-
engths. We also present simulation results for self-
imilar traffic with H=0.75 for M=1 for immediate re-
orting. We observe from Fig. 1(a) that the analytical
pproximation results essentially coincide with the
imulation results for synchronized reporting, con-
rming the accuracy of the delay analysis for M=1 for
his reporting type. From additional simulations for
=2, which are not plotted to avoid clutter, we ob-

erved a similarly good match for synchronized re-
orting. We also observe that for N=32, immediate re-
orting gives slightly higher delays than synchronized
eporting (for N=2, the delay increase with immediate
eporting was slightly smaller than for N=32). This is
rimarily because with immediate reporting only
NU i packets generated up to the end of the up-

tream transmission of ONU i are included in the re-
ort. Packets generated by ONU i between the end of
ts upstream transmission and the end of the last
ransmission by an ONU in the cycle are reported in
0 at 15:05 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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the next cycle. With synchronized reporting, these
packets are still included in the reporting for this
cycle. Thus, these packets “save” one cycle of delay.

Similar observations hold for the scenario with M
=4 channels considered in Fig. 1(b). The analysis cor-
rectly predicts the stability limit and quite accurately
characterizes the mean packet delay of these WDM
EPON scenarios with symmetric traffic loads.

For self-similar traffic, which is significantly
burstier than Poisson traffic, we observe substantially
higher delays than for Poisson traffic. In additional
simulations, we found that self-similar traffic has the
same stability limit as Poisson traffic and that the
mean packet delay exceeds 200 ms for a load of 0.99.

V. STABILITY LIMITS AND DELAYS FOR ASYMMETRIC

TRAFFIC

In this section, we examine the cases with asymmet-
ric traffic loading, e.g., when the number of (equally
loaded) ONUs N is not an integer multiple of the num-
ber of upstream channels M, i.e., N�kM, or when N
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Fig. 1. Mean packet delay as a function of average normalized
channel load �T /M for an EPON with M channels and N ONUs with
equal traffic load.
Authorized licensed use limited to: Arizona State University. Downloaded on January 30, 201
kM ONUs are nonequally loaded. We first analyze
he illustrative case N=3, M=2 (with equal ONU
oisson traffic loads) and present a summary of sta-
ility results for a range of scenarios with N�kM
qually loaded ONUs in Subsection V.B. We then
resent numerical and simulation results for asym-
etric traffic in Subsection V.C, both for scenarios
here the number of ONUs N is small relative to the
umber of channels M and for scenarios with N
M.

. Case Study for N=3, M=2: Stability Analysis

Consider an EPON with N=3 ONUs and M=2 up-
tream channels and equal ONU traffic loads �1=�2
�3. From the analysis in Section III, one would ex-
ect that �1�0.5 is the stability condition for this sys-
em. While this is the correct stability limit for syn-
hronized reporting, as demonstrated in Subsection
.C, for immediate reporting, a multicycle transmis-
ion pattern with unequal transmission grants arises,
s illustrated in Fig. 2. This multicycle transmission
attern raises the stability limit to �1��3/3=1/�3.
et g1, g2, and g3 denote the three steady-state ex-
ected values of the grant durations of the transmis-
ion pattern sorted in decreasing order. (In this sec-
ion, we analyze the transmission patterns in terms of
heir long-run expected values in order to examine
heir impact on the capacity; a more detailed analysis
ncorporating second moments is conducted in Appen-
ix B in order to examine the packet delay.) In cycle
−2, ONU 1 has the large upstream transmission
rant of expected duration g1, while ONU 3 has the
mall grant of duration g3. In cycle n−1, these roles
re reversed with ONU 3 receiving the large grant of
uration g1 and ONU 1 receiving the small grant of
uration g3. ONU 2 receives the medium duration
rant of expected duration g2 throughout. This two-
ycle pattern then repeats over a large time span, be-
ore random fluctuations eventually lead to a reversal
f roles within the same pattern. For instance, ONUs
and 1 may exchange roles such that ONUs 2 and 3

lternate in having the large and small grant while
NU 1 always has the medium duration grant.

We analyze the stability of this two-cycle pattern by
oting that the cycles n−2 and n−1 determine how
uch data is to be sent in cycle n. Specifically, the

ig. 2. Transmission pattern for N=3, M=2 over cycles n−2, n
1, and n: ONUs 1 and 3 take turns transmitting larger (smaller)
pstream transmissions resulting in a stability limit of � �1/�3.
1

0 at 15:05 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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time between the report of ONU 1 in cycle n−2 and
the report of ONU 1 in cycle n−1 is g2+g3−g1+2�
+g2+g3; whereby g2+g3−g1 accounts for the remain-
ing vacant period on channel 1 in cycle n−2, 2� is the
vacant period on both channels, and g2+g3 accounts
for the time until the ONU 1 report is sent out in cycle
n−1. Thus, on average (near the stability limit), ONU
1 accumulates �1L̄�g2+g3−g1+2�+g2+g3� bits of up-
stream traffic between sending its report in cycle n
−2 and sending its report in cycle n−1. Equivalently,
ONU 1 accumulates on average a traffic amount that
requires a grant duration of �1�g2+g3−g1+2�+g2+g3�
to be requested (reported) in cycle n−1 and then used
for upstream transmission in cycle n. Analyzing
ONUs 2 and 3 analogously, we obtain for the up-
stream grant durations of ONUs 1, 2, and 3, respec-
tively, in cycle n:

g1 = �1�g2 + g3 − g1 + 2� + g2 + g3�, �16�

g2 = �1�g3 + 2� + g2�, �17�

g3 = �1�2� + g1�. �18�

For �1��3/3 this system of equations has the solution

g1 =
2��1�1 + 3�1�

1 − 3�1
2 , g2 =

2��1�1 + 2�1�

1 − 3�1
2 ,

g3 =
2��1�1 + �1�

1 − 3�1
2 . �19�

Intuitively, the multicycle upstream transmission
patterns are due to the unequal lengths of the periods
between successive reports (bandwidth requests) with
immediate reporting. With synchronized reporting,
the reports from all ONUs cover the same time period,
namely, the full length of a cycle. Hence, multicycle
upstream transmission patterns do not arise with
synchronized reporting.

B. Stability Limits for Immediate Reporting for
Selected Scenarios With N�kM and Equal ONU
Loads

In this section we report stability limits for a range
of scenarios where the number of equally loaded
ONUs N is not an integer multiple of the number of
upstream channels M. We obtained these stability re-
sults by applying the analytical strategy presented for
the case study in Subsection V.A analogously to the in-
dividual scenarios. Formally, we represent the multi-
cycle upstream transmission patterns as permuta-
tions of N points (ONUs). Suppose that the stability
limit is attained for an upstream transmission pattern
with a period of d, d�1, cycles. Denote
Authorized licensed use limited to: Arizona State University. Downloaded on January 30, 201
�j = 
 1 2 ¯ N

�j�1� �j�2� ¯ �j�N�, j = 1, . . . ,d, �20�

or permutations of N points with the interpretation
hat �j�i�= i� means that ONU i has the i�th longest
pstream transmission grant in the jth step of the
attern. For instance, the two-cycle pattern in the
ase study in Subsection V.A is represented by

�1 = 
1 2 3

1 2 3, �2 = 
1 2 3

3 2 1 . �21�

We observe from Table I that, for the considered sce-
arios, immediate reporting results in higher stability

imits than synchronized reporting, which is not al-
ays the case as demonstrated in Subsection V.C. We
lso observe from Table I that for the considered sce-
arios with N /M=3/2 with equal ONU load, the sta-
ility limit is �1�1/�3. A general proof of such stabil-
ty limits for immediate reporting is an interesting
irection for future research.

. Numerical and Simulation Results

Figure 3(a) gives analytical and simulation delay
esults for Poisson traffic for M=2 channels and N
3 ONUs, both for equal (uniform) ONU loads, i.e.,

1=�2=�3, and nonequal (weighted) ONU loads with
1=2�2=2�3 [which constitute equal channel loading,
f. Eq. (15)]. We present analytical results obtained
ith the analytical framework of Section III, which

onsiders synchronized reporting, and with the delay
nalysis for immediate reporting for the case N=3,
=2 with equal ONU loads given in Appendix B. We

bserve from Fig. 3(a) that the simulation results for
ynchronized reporting confirm the stability limit
iven by Eq. (13), which for the considered equal ONU
oad scenario is �*=2�1�1, i.e., �T�3/2, and for the
onsidered weighted load scenario is �*=�1�1, i.e.,
T�2. For immediate reporting, the results in Fig. 3
onfirm the stability limit �1�1/�3, i.e., �T��3
1.732 for equal ONU loads. For the considered
eighted scenario, we observe from Fig. 3 a stability

imit of �T�2 for immediate reporting, which we have
onfirmed by analysis analogous to Subsection V.A. In
act for the considered weighted scenario, immediate
eporting does not lead to a multicycle transmission
attern.

Regarding the mean packet delay, we observe from
ig. 3(a) that for these scenarios with N of the same
rder of magnitude as M, the approximation obtained
ith �* in Eq. (14) is rather coarse. On the other hand,

he detailed delay analysis of Appendix B correctly
haracterizes the delay for immediate reporting. We
urther note that the lower bound obtained by insert-
ng �T /M=3�1 /2 in Eq. (14) corresponds to the delay
pproximation curve for the considered weighted load
0 at 15:05 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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case plotted in Fig. 3(a), which indeed provides a
lower bound for the delays with equal ONU load.

In Fig. 3(b) we plot simulation delay results for self-
similar traffic; we also include the analysis curves for
the equal ONU load scenario (U) from Fig. 3(a) for ref-
erence. The top two curves in Fig. 3(b) are for limited
grant sizing; all others are for gated grant sizing. We
consider limited grant sizing with Gmax=15,000 byte
for the equal ONU load scenario (U) and maximum
grant sizes G1

max=2G2
max=2G3

max=30,000 byte for the
nonequal ONU load (W) scenario. We observe that the
stability condition (5) accurately characterizes the sta-
bility limit of �T�1.071 (corresponding to an average
normalized load of 0.54) for the U scenario and �T
�1.429 (average normalized load of 0.71) for the W
scenario.

We next turn to the results for gated grant sizing,
which are all for the U scenario. We observe for syn-
chronized reporting that both the self-similar traffic
with H=0.55 and H=0.75 achieve a higher stability
limit than the Poisson traffic. From inspection of the
grant sizes in the simulations, we found that the
higher stability limit with self-similar traffic is due to
fluctuations of the grant sizes among the three ONUs
that persist even at high loads and correspondingly
long grants. In contrast, for Poisson packet traffic, the
grant sizes of all three ONUs become nearly equal
when the grants become long. The equal grant sizes of
the three ONUs are a worst case in the sense that
they limit the total load to � �3/2 (i.e., the average

TAB
STABILITY LIMITS AND CORRESPONDING TRANSMISSION PATTER

BER OF CHANNELS M AND NUMBER O

M N syn. rep. �1� imm. r
2 3 1/2

2 5 1/3 1
18

��361−18�
�+ �361+18�354�1/3−5�=0.

2 7 1/4 0

3 4 1/2

4 5 1/2

4 6 1/2

10 15 1/2

aAll patterns have a period of d=2 and �1= �1 2. . .N
1 2. . .N �. The stab

given for reference.
T
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ormalized load to 0.75). The unequal grant sizes with
elf-similar traffic allow for better utilization of the
wo channels with LPT scheduling and hence a higher
tability limit.

Similarly, for immediate reporting, we observe a
igher stability limit for self-similar traffic than for
oisson traffic. From detailed grant size traces we

ound that self-similar traffic gives rise to the same
attern as depicted for Poisson traffic in Fig. 2. How-
ver, the grant sizes remain quite variable even as
hey grow large. This variability often leads to very
arge grants g1 and rather small g3, reducing the idle
eriod on the top channel in Fig. 2.

Overall, we find from these results for gated grant
izing for self-similar traffic that the corresponding
nalysis for Poisson traffic provides a useful reference:
t low to moderate loads, self-similar traffic has
igher mean delays than indicated by the Poisson
nalysis, especially when the degree of self-similarity
s relatively high. As the load grows large, the delay of
elf-similar traffic reaches the vicinity of the corre-
ponding delays from the Poisson analysis, and even-
ually, self-similar traffic reaches higher stability lim-
ts than Poisson traffic.

In Fig. 3(c), we evaluate the same settings as in Fig.
(a) for a doubled OLT–ONU distance of 19.2 km. We
bserve that the increased propagation delay results
n an upward shift of all delay curves. The analysis
ontinues to characterize the delays quite accurately.

I
FOR POISSON TRAFFIC FOR SELECTED COMBINATIONS OF NUM-
NUS N WITH EQUAL ONU LOADSa

�1� �2

/�3 �1 2 3
3 2 1 �

�1/3�

872
�1 2 3 4 5
5 4 3 2 1 �

573 �1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 �

/�3 �1 2 3 4
4 2 3 1 �

/�3 �1 2 3 4 5
5 2 3 4 1 �

/�3 �1 2 3 4 5 6
6 5 3 4 2 1 �

/�3 � 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
11 12 13 14 15 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 �

limits with synchronized reporting as obtained from Eq. (13) are
LE
NS

F O

ep.

1

354

371
.27

1

1

1

1

ility
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Figure 4 presents delay results for M=2 channels
and N=4 ONUs with loads �1=2�2=2�3=2�4 and N
=5 ONUs with loads �1=�2=�3=2�4=2�5 for both im-
mediate and synchronized reporting (the analytical
results are obtained with the framework from Section
III). For the considered N=4 scenario, the stability
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Fig. 3. Mean packet delay as a function of average normalized
channel load �T /M for M=2 channels and N=3 ONUs for equal
[uniform (U)] ONU loads with �1=�2=�3 and nonequal [weighted
(W)] loads with �1=2�2=2�3.
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ondition (13) can be expressed as �*=3�2�1, i.e., �T
5/3. We observe from Fig. 4 that the simulation re-

ults for synchronized reporting confirm this stability
imit. For immediate reporting, an analysis analogous
o Subsection V.A gives a stability limit of �T� 5

8 ��17
1�	1.95194 [in conjunction with the multicycle up-
tream transmission pattern �2= � 1 2 3 4

1 4 3 2 �], which is
onfirmed by the simulation results.

For the considered N=5 scenario, which achieves
qual channel loading, the simulation results confirm
he �T�M stability limit for synchronized reporting.
ith immediate reporting an analysis following Sec-

ion V.A shows that the multicycle transmission pat-
ern �2= � 1 2 3 4 5

3 2 1 5 4 � arises with the stability limit

�T � 2� �116 − 6�78�1/3

6
+

�58 + 3�78�1/3

322/3 −
2

3� 	 1.836,

s confirmed by simulations. Note that for this N=5
cenario, immediate reporting results in a lower sta-
ility limit than synchronized reporting.

The numbers of ONUs considered in the preceding
igs. 3 and 4 were relatively small to highlight the ef-

ects possible with asymmetric loads and the trans-
ission patterns arising with immediate reporting.
e next consider in Fig. 5 a practically more relevant

cenario with M=4 channels and a moderately large
umber of N=60 ONUs with unequal loads. We ob-
erve from this figure that for this typical scenario
ith N
M, which achieves equal channel loading,

mmediate and synchronized reporting give rather
imilar delay performance. The analytical framework
rom Section III correctly predicts the stability limit
nd provides an accurate delay approximation.

We next consider a scenario with a slightly smaller
umber of ONUs and unequal channel loading in Fig
. We observe from Fig. 6 that for synchronized re-
orting, the stability condition �*=16�=16� /61�1,
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T
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i.e., �T�61/16=3.8125 closely matches the observed
simulation results, and the delay approximation ob-
tained by inserting �* in Eq. (14) reasonably closely
characterizes the actual mean packet delays. We fur-
ther observe from Fig. 6 that immediate and synchro-
nized reporting perform quite similarly, with immedi-
ate reporting achieving a slightly higher stability
limit.

The results for self-similar traffic for H=0.75 in
Figs. 5 and 6 indicate that self-similar traffic experi-
ences higher delay. In both scenarios, self-similar traf-
fic achieves an average normalized load approaching
one.

Generally, when the ONU loads are relatively simi-
lar and the ratio of number of ONUs to number of up-
stream channels N /M grows large, then we approach
the symmetric traffic loading case of Section IV. As we
approach symmetric traffic loading, the analytical
framework of Section III provides a good stability and
delay characterization of synchronized reporting. Fur-
thermore, immediate and synchronized reporting per-
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Fig. 5. Packet delay as a function of average normalized channel
load �T /M for M=4 channels and N=60 ONUs of which 16 have
regular load �, 32 have half-load � /2, 8 have double-load 2�, and 4
have quadruple-load 4�.
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Fig. 6. Packet delay as a function of average normalized channel
load �T /M for M=4 channels and N=41 ONUs of which 29 have
regular load �, 8 have double-load 2�, and 4 have quadruple-load 4�.
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orm very similarly as we approach symmetric traffic
oading; hence, the analytical framework also charac-
erizes immediate reporting quite accurately.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study we have examined the stability limit
nd packet delay in offline WDM EPONs through
robabilistic analysis and simulations. We summarize
he stability limits in Table II. In particular, for syn-
hronized reporting where all ONUs report their
andwidth requirements at the end of a cycle, the to-
al normalized load must be less than the number of
hannels M when the channels are equally loaded.
his equal channel loading is achieved when the de-
omposition of the normalized loads �i, i=1, . . . ,N,
ver the upstream channels results in makespans of
qual length. Symmetric traffic loading, which we de-
ne to occur when the number of ONUs N is an inte-
er k multiple of M, and all N ONUs have equal load
s a special case of equal channel loading. For general
symmetric traffic loading, the longest makespan of
he decomposition of the normalized loads into M sets
ccording to the scheduling policy, i.e., the maximum
ormalized channel load [Eq. (11)], governs the stabil-

ty limit for synchronized reporting.

For immediate reporting, where the bandwidth re-
uests are immediately attached to the end of each
pstream transmission, we discovered a more complex
tability behavior. Only for symmetric traffic loading,
r for traffic that is a reasonably close approximation
f symmetric traffic loading, which is likely to occur
ypically in practice when the number of ONUs N is
ignificantly larger than the number of upstream
hannels M and the normalized traffic loads of the
NUs are similar, does the EPON obey the �T�M sta-
ility limit. When the number of ONUs is relatively
mall, i.e., is on the same order as the number of chan-
els, and the traffic loads are asymmetric (even if they

TABLE II
UMMARY OF STABILITY AND DELAY RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT

EPORTING STRATEGIES AND TRAFFIC LOAD SCENARIOS FOR

POISSON TRAFFIC AND GATED GRANT SIZINGa

Reporting

Symmetric loading
(i.e., N=kM and

equal ONU loads)
or N
M

Equal
channel loads

General
asymmetric

loading

Synchronized �*=�T /M�1 �*=�T /M�1 �*�1
Immediate �*=�T /M�1 patterns patterns

a�T is the total traffic load defined in Eq. (2) and �* is the maxi-
um normalized channel load as defined in Eq. (11). The multicycle

ransmission patterns with immediate reporting can result in a
ower or higher stability limit than for synchronized reporting.

ean packet delay approximations are given by inserting the left-
and sides of the stability limits in Eq. (14).
0 at 15:05 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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still achieve equal channel loading), then multicycle
upstream transmission patterns arise. These multi-
cycle transmission patterns can be formally analyzed
following the approaches demonstrated in Subsection
V.A and Appendix B and can lead to either a lower or
higher stability limit compared with the correspond-
ing limit for synchronized reporting.

We found that inserting the normalized load param-
eters on the left-hand sides of the stability limits sum-
marized in Table II in the delay expression (14) ob-
tained from our analytical framework gives
approximations of the mean packet delay. The ap-
proximations are quite accurate for the symmetric
traffic loading and scenarios with N
M, correspond-
ing to the leftmost column of Table II. For the syn-
chronized reporting cases in the middle and rightmost
column of Table II the approximation becomes coarse.

For limited grant sizing with the maximum grant
sizes proportional to the ONU traffic loads, we pro-
vided the analytical stability limit for arbitrary packet
traffic, including self-similar traffic. For gated grant
sizing, we observed that the higher variabilities in
self-similar packet traffic generally result in higher
packet delays, but can also lead to better utilization of
the upstream channels than for Poisson traffic.

More accurate delay approximations for these syn-
chronized reporting scenarios as well as delay analy-
ses for the immediate reporting scenarios with up-
stream transmission patterns are important di-
rections for future research. Another important av-
enue for future research appears to examine novel
grant sizing strategies that eliminate unused periods
on the wavelength channels due to the different
lengths Sm�G1

n , . . . ,GN
n �, m=1, . . . ,M, of the upstream

transmission schedules. Scaling the transmission
grants for wavelength m by �minm=1,. . .,M
Sm�G1

n , . . . ,GN
n �� /Sm�G1

n , . . . ,GN
n � would equalize the

upstream transmission schedules on the wavelengths.
Yet another interesting direction for future research is
to combine the packet-switched service considered in
this study with a dynamically configured circuit-
switched service, e.g., for very large file transfers or
continuous media streaming applications, similar to
the architecture examined in [64].

APPENDIX A: EXTENSION OF ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
TO OVERHEADS

In this appendix we outline how the analytical
framework of Section III can be extended to accommo-
date the various overheads in an EPON and discuss
the impact of overheads on the stability and delay. We
denote oc (in seconds) for the overhead that occurs
once per cycle, such as the schedule computing time in
the OLT and the transmission time of the GATE mes-
sage to the first ONU in the schedule (on each wave-
Authorized licensed use limited to: Arizona State University. Downloaded on January 30, 201
ength); subsequent GATE message transmissions are
asked by the transmission of the first ONU. This

er-cycle overhead effectively lengthens the idle pe-
iod between the arrival of the end of the last up-
tream transmission of a cycle at the OLT and the ar-
ival of the beginning of the first upstream
ransmission of the next cycle from 2� to �2�+oc�.
hus, substituting �2�+oc� for 2� throughout the
nalysis accounts for the per-cycle overhead. This per-
ycle overhead does not affect the stability limit for
ated grant sizing since for heavy load and corre-
pondingly long grants, the idle period �2�+oc� be-
omes negligible. In contrast, the stability limit for
imited grant sizing is reduced by the per-cycle over-
ead; see Eq. (5).
We denote og (in seconds) for the overhead associ-

ted with an upstream transmission of a given ONU,
uch as the transmission time of the report message
nd the guard time between ONU transmissions. This
er-grant overhead has two main effects: (i) the grant
urations of the preceding cycle Gi

n−1 in Eq. (6) are
engthened to Gi

n−1+og, and (ii) the expected grant du-
ation EGi

n in Eq. (6) is extended by og. The first effect
s intractable with the analytical framework in Sec-
ion III since in the evaluation of Eq. (10) the func-
ional ESmax� · � would involve grant durations Gi

n on
he left-hand side and duration Gi

n+og on the right-
and side. The second effect can be approximated by
dding Smax�og , . . . ,og�	og�N /M� to the numerator of
q. (12). Overall, the per-grant overhead does not af-

ect the stability limit of gated grant sizing since the
xed per-grant overhead becomes negligible as the
rant durations grow large for heavy traffic.
We denote op (in bits) for the overhead associated
ith a packet transmission, such as interpacket gap
nd preamble. This per-packet overhead effectively
engthens the average packet length from L̄ to L̄+op.
ote that this packet lengthening increases the nor-
alized ONU load from �iL̄ /C to �i�L̄+op� /C; thus, re-

ucing the stability limit by a factor of L̄ / �L̄+op�.

APPENDIX B: CASE STUDY FOR N=3, M=2: DELAY
ANALYSIS FOR IMMEDIATE REPORTING

1. RECURRENCE EQUATIONS AND FIRST MOMENTS

Let G�i�
n , i=1,2,3, be random variables denoting the

rant durations (in seconds) in cycle n sorted in de-
reasing order. We consider a Poissonian packet gen-
ration process with rate � (packets/s) at each node
nd denote Poi��� for a random variable with Poisson
istribution with parameter �. Retracing the analysis
n Subsection V.A leading to the system of equations
16)–(18) we obtain
0 at 15:05 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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G�1�
n =

L̄

C
Poi���G�2�

n−2 + G�3�
n−2 − G�1�

n−2 + 2� + G�2�
n−1 + G�3�

n−1��,

�22�

Gn
�2� =

L̄

C
Poi���G�3�

n−2 + 2� + G�2�
n−1��, �23�

Gn
�3� =

L̄

C
Poi���2� + G�1�

n−1��. �24�

Consider the system in steady state. Then, gi
ªEG�i�

n−1=EG�i�
n and siªE�G�i�

n−1�2=E�G�i�
n �2, i=1,2,3.

Taking expectations gives equations (16)–(18).

2. SECOND MOMENTS

Now we take second moments of Eqs. (22)–(24).
Noting that for a Poisson random variable X with pa-
rameter �, we have EX=� and EX2=�+�2, we obtain

s1 =
L̄

C
g1 + �2E�G�2�

n−2 + G�3�
n−2 − G�1�

n−2 + 2� + G�2�
n−1 + G�3�

n−1�2,

�25�

s2 =
L̄

C
g2 + �2E�G�3�

n−2 + 2� + G�2�
n−1�2, �26�

s3 =
L̄

C
g3 + �2E�2� + G�1�

n−1�2. �27�

We proceed to rewrite the right-hand sides such that
only the known variables gi and the unknowns si ap-
pear. For this purpose, we need to introduce some
more notation. We use the following abbreviations:

gi,j
0
ª E�G�i�

n G�j�
n �, gi,j

1
ª E�G�i�

n−1G�j�
n �.

Note that si=gi,i
0 and gi,j

0 =gj,i
0 . Thus, there are 15 un-

knowns.

For example, Eq. (27) can be rewritten as follows:

s3 =
L̄

C
g3 + �2��2��2 + 2 · 2�g1 + s1�. �28�

On the other hand, the crucial term in Eq. (26) is

E�G�3�
n−2 + 2� + G�2�

n−1�2

= s3 + 2E�G�3�
n−2�2� + G�2�

n−1�� + E�2� + G�2�
n−1�2

= s3 + 2 · 2�g3 + 2E�G�3�
n−2G�2�

n−1� + �2��2 + 2 · 2�g2 + s2.

Thus, Eq. (26) becomes
Authorized licensed use limited to: Arizona State University. Downloaded on January 30, 201
s2 =
L̄

C
g2 + �2�s3 + 2 · 2�g3 + 2g3,2

1 + �2��2 + 2 · 2�g2 + s2�.

�29�

imilarly, Eq. (25) becomes

s1 =
L̄

C
g1 + �2�g2,2

0 + g2,3
0 − g2,1

0 + 2�g2 + g2,2
1 + g2,3

1 + g3,3
0

− g1,3
0 + 2�g3 + g3,2

1 + g3,3
1 − g1,1

0 − 2�g1 − g1,2
1 − g1,3

1

+ �2��2 + 2�g2 + 2�g3 + g2,2
0 + g2,3

0 + g3,3
0 �. �30�

ow, let Fn be the information given the data from the
th cycle. We can obtain relations between the cycles

n the following way:

g1,1
1 = E�G�1�

n−1G�1�
n �

= E�G�1�
n−1E�G�1�

n �Fn−1��

= E�G�1�
n−1��G�2�

n−2 + G�3�
n−2 − G�1�

n−2 + 2� + G�2�
n−1 + G�3�

n−1��

= ��g2,1
1 + g3,1

1 − g1,1
1 + 2�g1 + g1,2

0 + g1,3
0 �. �31�

he same way we get, e.g.,

g3,2
1 = E�G�3�

n−2G�2�
n−1�

= E�G�3�
n−2E�G�2�

n−1�Fn−2��

= E�G�3�
n−2��G�3�

n−3 + 2� + G�2�
n−2��

= �E�G�3�
n−2G�3�

n−3� + 2��g3 + �E�G�3�
n−2G�2�

n−2�

= ��g3,3
1 + 2�g3 + g2,3

0 �. �32�

nalogously, the following relations can be derived:

g1,2
1 = ��g3,1

1 + 2�g1 + g1,2
0 �, �33�

g1,3
1 = ��g12� + g1,1

0 �, �34�

g2,1
1 = ��g2,2

1 + g3,2
1 − g1,2

1 + 2�g2 + g2,2
0 + g2,3

0 �, �35�

g2,2
1 = ��g3,2

1 + 2�g2 + g2,2
0 �, �36�

g2,3
1 = ��2�g2 + g1,2

0 �, �37�

g3,1
1 = ��g2,3

1 + g3,3
1 − g1,3

1 + 2�g3 + g2,3
0 + g3,3

0 �, �38�

g3,3
1 = ��2�g3 + g1,3

0 �. �39�

iven Fn−1, G�i�
n and G�j�

n are independent for i� j; thus,
e further obtain

g1,2
0 = �2�g2,3

0 + 2�g2 + g2,2
1 + g3,3

0 + 2�g3 + g3,2
1 − g1,3

0

− 2�g1 − g1,2
1 + 2�g3 + �2��2 + 2�g2 + g3,2

1 + g22�

+ g2,2
0 + g3,3

1 + 2�g3 + g2,3
0 �, �40�
0 at 15:05 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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g1,3
0 = �2�2��g2 + g3 − g1 + 2� + g2 + g3� + g2,1

1 + g3,1
1

− g1,1
1 + 2�g1 + g2,1

0 + g3,1
0 �, �41�

g2,3
0 = �2�2��g3 + 2� + g2� + g3,1

1 + 2�g1 + g1,2
0 �. �42�

Equations (28)–(42) are 15 linear equations for 15 un-
knowns and can thus be solved for all gi,j

k . Doing so we
obtain s1, s2, and s3.

3. DELAY EVALUATION

We consider case by case the delay of a packet gen-
erated by ONU i with respect to the timing of the
packet generation. From the illustration in Fig. 2 we
observe six different cases for the timing of the packet
generation, which we index by j, j=1, . . . ,6, as de-
tailed in the following listing. For a given combination
of ONU i and timing case j, we denote Di,j for the cor-
responding packet delay and pi,j for the probability of
occurrence of the combination i , j. We obtain the over-
all mean packet delay as

D =
1

3 �
i=1,. . .,3,j=1,. . .,6

Di,jpi,j.

In the delay expressions, we denote ERes�G� for the
mean residual lifetime of the distribution of G:

ERes�G�i�� =
E�G�i��2

2EG�i�
=

si

2gi
.

We also need

ERes�G�2� + G�3� − G�1�� =
E�G�2� + G�3� − G�1��2

2E�G�2� + G�3� − G�1��

=
s2 + g2,3

0 − g2,1
0 + s3 − g3,1

0 + s1

2�g2 + g3 − g1�
.

1,1 Packet is generated at ONU 1 during the 2�
time period before a cycle in which ONU 1 has the
longest grant: D1,1=�u+g2+g3+2�+g2+�ERes�G�3��
+�u+ L̄ /C, p1,1=2� / �2�+g2+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

1,2 Packet is generated at ONU 1 while ONU 1 is
sending the longest grant: D1,2=ERes�G�1��+g2+g3

−g1+2�+g2+�ERes�G�3��+�u+ L̄ /C, p1,2=g1 / �2�+g2
+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

1,3 Packet is generated at ONU 1 during a cycle in
which ONU 1 has the longest grant, but ONU 1 has
finished sending: D1,3=ERes�G�2�+G�3�−G�1��+2�+g2

+g3+2�+�ERes�G�1��+�u+ L̄ /C, p1,3= �g2+g3−g1� /
�2�+g2+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

1,4 Packet is generated at ONU 1 during a 2� period
Authorized licensed use limited to: Arizona State University. Downloaded on January 30, 201
efore ONU 1 has the shortest grant: D1,4=�u+g2+g3

2�+�ERes�G�1��+�u+ L̄ /C, p1,4=2� / �2�+g2+g3+2�
g2+g3�.

1,5 Packet is generated at ONU 1 during a cycle
hen ONU 1 has the shortest grant and ONU 2 is

ending: D1,5=ERes�G�2��+g3+2�+�ERes�G�1��+�u

L̄ /C, p1,5=g2 / �2�+g2+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

1,6 Packet is generated at ONU 1 during a cycle
hen ONU 1 has the shortest grant and is sending:

1,6=ERes�G�3��+2�+�ERes�G�1��+�u+ L̄ /C, p1,6
g3 / �2�+g2+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

3,1 Packet is generated at ONU 3 during the 2� pe-
iod before a cycle when ONU 1 has the longest grant:

3,1=�u+g2+g3+2�+�ERes�G�1��+�u+ L̄ /C, p3,1=2� /
2�+g2+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

3,2 Packet is generated at ONU 3 when ONU 1 has
he longest grant and ONU 2 is sending: D3,2

ERes�G�2��+g3+2�+�ERes�G�1��+�u+ L̄ /C, p3,2=g2 /
2�+g2+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

3,3 Packet is generated at ONU 3 during a cycle
hen ONU 1 has the longest grant and ONU 3 is

ending: D3,3=ERes�G�3��+2�+�ERes�G�1��+�u

L̄ /C, p3,3=g3 / �2�+g2+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

3,4 Packet is generated at ONU 3 during the 2� pe-
iod before ONU 1 has the shortest grant: D3,4=�u

g2+g3+2�+g2+�ERes�G�3��+�u+ L̄ /C, p3,4=2� / �2�
g2+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

3,5 Packet is generated at ONU 3 during a cycle
hen ONU 1 has the shortest grant and ONU 3 is

ending: D3,5=ERes�G�3��+g2+g3−g1+2�+g2+�

ERes�G�3��+�u+ L̄ /C, p3,5=g1 / �2�+g2+g3+2�+g2
g3�.

3,6 Packet is generated at ONU 3 during a cycle
hen ONU 1 has the shortest grant, after ONU 3 has
nished sending: D3,6=ERes�G�2�+G�3�−G�1��+2�+g2

g3+2�+�ERes�G�1��+�u+ L̄ /C, p3,6= �g2+g3−g1� /
2�+g2+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

2,1 Packet is generated at ONU 2 during the 2�
ime before a cycle when ONU 1 has the longest grant:

2,1=�u+g2+g3+2�+�ERes�G�2��+�u+ L̄ /C, p2,1
2� / �2�+g2+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

2,2 Packet is generated at ONU 2 when ONU 1 has
he longest grant and ONU 2 is sending: D2,2

ERes�G�2��+g3+2�+�ERes�G�2��+�u+ L̄ /C, p2,2
g2 / �2�+g2+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

2,3 Packet is generated at ONU 2 during a cycle
hen ONU 1 has the longest grant and ONU 3 is

ending: D2,3=ERes�G�3��+2�+g2+g3+2�+�

ERes�G�2��+�u+ L̄ /C, p2,3=g3 / �2�+g2+g3+2�+g2
g3�.
0 at 15:05 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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2,4 Packet is generated at ONU 2 during the 2� pe-
riod before ONU 1 has the shortest grant: D2,4=�u

+g2+g3+2�+�ERes�G�2��+�u+ L̄ /C, p2,4=2� / �2�+g2
+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

2,5 Packet is generated at ONU 2 during a cycle
when ONU 1 has the shortest grant and ONU 2 is
sending: D2,5=ERes�G�2��+g3+2�+�ERes�G�2��+�u

+ L̄ /C, p2,5=g2 / �2�+g2+g3+2�+g2+g3�.

2,6 Packet is generated at ONU 2 during a cycle
when ONU 1 has the shortest grant and ONU 2 is
sending: D2,6=ERes�G�3��+2�+g2+g3+2�+�

ERes�G�2��+�u+ L̄ /C, p2,6=g3 / �2�+g2+g3+2�+g2
+g3�.
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